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Owing a personal computer is a replenishing thought. The next thought occurs on what softwares to
install to optimize its performance. However, purchasing softwares can be very expensive.
Moreover, finding genuine version of freeware is not easy as well. One could think of gaining access
to a website that holds informative links to external websites that allow free software downloads.
Moreover, it is quite tempting to find about sites that allow free access to important softwares to
boost the performance of a PC. On contrary, buying expensive wares could shoot up the cost
making it an expensive deal.

Softwares come with certain system requirements. To meet them, one needs to refer to what OS
(Operating System) does the software is compatible with. Moreover, some free software downloads
require a fixed free memory for usage. Hence, one need to check the free space on the hard disk
before downloading the software. Gaming softwares ask for additional specifications such as
processor speed and number of partitions or cores. It is ideal to read to the specifications of the
software before downloading the ware. Downloading incompatible software may harm PC or
slowdown its performance. In addition, one can choose authentic websites that allow downloading
high quality software free from malwares. Moreover, genuine softwares work freely with the system
without causing files to overrun.

Some software manufacturers allow free trial versions for limited period to encourage sales.
However, these trial versions are for a limited period only. That is, these softwares run only for
specific period from their installation. Moreover, after the trial period elapses, one requires
purchasing original software. Every software is different from other in terms of the programs it uses.
However, a single output could be designed using several different softwares. In fact, the soul of the
software is its program, which executes when one runs any software. Depending on the length of
the program, the runtime differs. The challenge for a software developer is to design free software
downloads with least possible run time and with minimum number of bugs. Thus, software
developers work out updates for their software programs.
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